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Team Challenge Company

What we represent
Team Challenge Company is one of the leading Corporate Team Building and Entertainment providers throughout the UK
and Ireland.We endeavour to exceed our clients’ and guests’ expectations with creativity, individual design and
unforgettable delivery of all our events. Passionate for teamwork and leadership, we inspire everyone we encounter, whilst
enjoying our work along the way.We believe in combining our experience and knowledge with your objectives and ideas
to deliver a unique and unrivalled experience for you and your team, producing an event with truly outstanding results.
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Our values

How we do what we do
Owning all our own equipment.

Delivering outstanding events at any venue,
anywhere.

Always striving for improvement and
innovation.

Working with industry leading companies.

Our aims
Consistently deliver a market leading service.

Attract, develop and retain the best team.

Continually work in a positive, productive
environment.

Exceed your expectations at every stage of
your event.

Our services
We are proud to offer a distinct range of unique Corporate Event Services to provide your ideal event. FromTeam Building
and Team Development Events that will allow you to improve the skills of your team in a fun and challenging
environment, to Corporate Entertainment Events that reward your team.We offer Corporate Fun Day Events unlike any
other, with a mix of activities to keep adults and children entertained for hours, as well as Indoor Events and Evening
Entertainment that will dazzle you and your guests. Furthermore we offer complete Event Management of your
whole event, taking care of all the details so you do not have to.
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Team Building

The road to success
Team Building is a vital element to the success of any organisation.We consider ourselves to be the best in creating,
designing and delivering Corporate Events that involve challenging Corporate Team Building activities which are hugely
rewarding, not only for the individual but for the entire team. Our professional Event Management team deliver Corporate
Team Building Events in Scotland, England,Wales and Northern Ireland. Develop and challenge your employees and
clients in an original and creative way, and let our team challenge your team to Indoor and Outdoor Team Building
activities they may never have considered before, then watch as they, and your company, reap the rewards.

Sow the seeds
Create employee confidence and loyalty
by inspiring teamwork.

Increase awareness of employees’ skills.

Identify one’s own limitations in a safe
and controlled environment.

Develop contact with all levels of your
organisation.

Enjoy the ultimate mix of fun, learning
and competition.

Unique team building experiences
Take a break from the conference sessions and select a programme of Indoor Team Building or Outdoor Team
Building Challenges, designed to make your team a winning one. Our Corporate Team Building sessions are designed
to enhance group cooperation through an extensive variety of intellectual problem solving and physical Team
Building tasks, whilst discovering group strengths and weaknesses, all in a safe, but challenging environment. Our
experienced Event Management team facilitate this by creating an environment in which everyone has equal
participation to access group solutions.

Reap the rewards
Challenge employees and clients in unique
environments.

Instil a competitive spirit within your team.

Inspire your team to work with each other
towards common goals.

Recognise performance of individuals and teams.

Motivate team work within teams in your daily
environment.
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All went to plan and the events were fantastic. We all had a
great time with the help of your team and the organisation
was spot on. You made it so much fun and we will definitely
use you on our next team building event.
Standard Life
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Team Building

Building Better Teams

The opportunity
Take a well-earned break from your
conference sessions.

Choose from indoor and outdoor Team
Building experiences.

Explore a range of intellectual problem-
solving and physical activities.

Facilitated by an enthusiastic and
professional team.

Great fun - for the young and young at
heart!

Take the challenge
Indoor Team Building: Pushing the boundaries
within your team.

Outdoor Team Building: Step outside your
normal environment and take the challenge.

Ice Breakers: Kick things off with a bang with a
high tempo motivator.

Energisers: Create that special buzz and have
your team raring to go.

It’s a Knockout: A competitive and fun day
that really is wild, wet and wacky.

Specialist team building events
All our Specialist Team Building Events are entirely bespoke and can be designed and altered to perfectly meet your needs
and requirements, allowing us to create the unique environment that will be of most benefit to you and your team.
Whether you are looking for a style reminiscent of your own working environment or something entirely different, we
have the Specialist Event to offer you something that will get you to where you want to go.

An experience like no other
Through the use of experiential learning, our Specialist Team Building Events highlight the benefits of effective planning
procedures, high level communication, continuous strategy development, efficient time and resource management, as
well as strong leadership and a desire to succeed. All our events are specifically designed to enhance group cooperation,
cohesion and participation through the high-energy entertainment and professional delivery of our team.
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I just wanted to say thanks again to you and your team for
organising the afternoon andmakingmy job easier by keeping
the troops happy, which isn’t always an easy thing to do with
such a diverse group as ours. I look forward to working with
you next year!
Spire Healthcare
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Wood Groupwould like to thank Team Challenge Company for
all their efforts on Friday, for what was an immensely
successful Team Development event.
The reaction from allWood Group employees has been nothing
but positive and this is down to the hard work of the team.
Wood Group
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Team Development
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Our method
Experiential Learning: Promoting learning through
personal involvement and commitment to the process.

DevelopingYourVision:Helping you to discover your
vision of the future as your driving force to success.

Psychometric Profiling: Identifying personality and
character traits that could be vital to your role and
performance.

Business Simulations: Using a variety of business models
to create a unique learning environment just for you.

Team Coaching: Bringing together individuals to form a
cohesive, unified working group.

The end result
Aligned values of all team members at all levels
with common working goals.

Role clarity with a depth of mutual understanding
and excellent communication within teams.

Improved efficiency in the workplace environment
and beyond.

Increased individual performance contributing to
wider team success.

How it works
Our Team Development Events fully encompass our philosophy that people learn best when personally involved and
committed to the learning experience.We create a unique environment that is highly conducive to learning and risk-
taking in a safe setting that will challenge, motivate and inspire any team. In order to be truly meaningful and properly
understood, knowledge has to be discovered and realised by an individual. In correlation with this, people are most
committed to learning when they are free to identify and pursue their own goals, leading them and their team to new
heights.

Bringing you the best
Wherever you are on your journey to success, from forming your team, developing your vision or maintaining your focus,
we have a Team Development Programme for you.We can help you identify the stage you are at currently, and more
importantly, we can help you get to where you want to go. Team Development improves commercial performance as well
as personal awareness and can enable you and your team to break down issues objectively, with a focus on creating a
clear and concise plan, whilst giving you the confidence to achieve it.
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Your boundless energy and enthusiasm really shone through
from the design phase all the way through to the very end of
the event, and it became infectious on all around during the
day making it a very memorable experience for all.
Celerent Consulting
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Team Development

Harness the Power
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World renowned methodologies
MBTI Personality Profiling: Using Myers Briggs methodologies to
identify your dominant personality traits and their effectiveness in
your workplace.

Belbin Team Roles: Identifying which of the Belbin Team Roles you
belong to and how to use these to become part of an effective team.

Team Management System: Understanding team skills and working
preferences in order to develop individual and team performance.

Neurolinguistic Programming: Exploring issues of communication
and personal development learned through experience.

Within your workplace
Using world renowned technologies to create
employee confidence within every day
working situations.

Providing awareness of employee skills on a
personal and team level to foster greater
inter-personal understanding.

Focusing on team dynamics to improve in
efficiency and team spirit.

Increasing productivity, output and efficiency
within all levels of the team.

Definition and purpose
Our facilitation team provide you with the skills to identify your own individual learning conclusions and apply them back
into the workplace, whilst cultivating a degree of self evaluation and concentrated focus in every day actions and behaviours
in order to meet a variety of goals consistently and effectively.Team Development involves the identification of entrenched
ideas and past experiences which often conflict with those of others, and the subsequent replacement of these ideas with a
set of structures, processes and behavioural approaches that apply to every member of the team.

Always moving forward
Success is a journey, not an end result, and our experienced Team Development facilitators can put you in the driving
seat, giving you the power to reach your goals.Whatever style and format of event you choose, at the end of your Team
Development session you will return to your workplace with a sense of confidence, competence and enthusiasm to
achieve your goals; both long and short term, and with the determination to succeed.
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Corporate Entertainment
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Benefits and more
Create improved communication through team
bonding and working together towards fun ends.

Finish with high levels of motivation and the
competitive drive to succeed.

Complete your event with increased morale having
enjoyed the experience.

Gain a heightened awareness of health and safety
issues and a sense of personal responsibility.

You don’t need a reason
Full DayTeam Rewards: Reward your team with a day out
of the office blowing away the cobwebs.

Weekend Outings and Incentives: Incentivise group
performance within your team with a weekend trip.

Afternoon Addition to Conferencing: Finish your meeting
in style with the addition of a fun and competitive element.

Competitive Groups: Bring out your team’s competitive
spirit in a relaxed and informal environment.

Kick start the competition
Our Corporate Entertainment Events are an excellent choice if you are looking to reward individual teams or your
Company as a whole with a fun-filled day sure to be enjoyed by all involved.Your group can be divided into teams that
rotate around a selection of activities or alternatively compete head to head in the activities of your choice, hosted by
our trained and experienced event staff. Our excellent instruction, coupled with your team's enthusiasm and effort, will
result in a fantastic experience for all.

Try something new today
Our specialist and bespoke Corporate Entertainment Events provide fun, skill based team competition for you and your
team. Our professional, fully trained event staff will provide expert instruction that will ensure you and your team get the
most from your Corporate Entertainment experience.Whether you are taking aim at targets in the air or on the ground,
racing around in weird and wonderful vehicles, or indulging in some full-on inflatable fun, the enthusiasm, passion and
encouragement of our team will bring out the best in you and your team.We offer a whole host of options for every
occasion, giving you a day to remember.
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The energy and enthusiasm of yourself and the team made it
a great start to the event and just what we needed to get
things going. Feedback was excellent and the competitive
element worked really well.
3G Communications
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Corporate Entertainment

A Winning Combination
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How it works
Competition:Your teams will have the chance to work together in a fun environment with a competitive edge that
will enhance the experience.

Head to Head: Pitch your teams against one another head to head as they battle it out to become the champions.

Rotational Format: Let your teams compete moving around each activity, coming together at intervals to compare
their performance.

Freestyle: Allow your guests to join in the fun at their own pace with freedom to play as many times and in any
order they choose.

The Grand Finale: Bring your teams together for the big finish and compete for theWinner’s Trophy and to be
crowned the champions.

Fantastic variety
Corporate Entertainment Events are an excellent way to reward and motivate your employees and to enable your team to
grow and learn together, sharing new experiences in settings out with your normal working environment. It is a great way
of coming together as a team and opening yourselves up to the possibilities of what you might share and achieve
together. Bring out your competitive spirit by challenging yourself in a variety of sporting and entertainment events.

Make it your own
All our Corporate Entertainment Events are entirely bespoke so you can choose which elements from our huge selection
you would like to mix and match in order to create your ideal event. The flexibility of our Creative and Event
Management Teams in designing and delivering your event will ensure that whichever options you choose, we can help
you to create your ideal experience.
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I would like to say a big thank you, for injecting such
enthusiasm, wit and banter to make our experience a very
fun and pleasurable one despite the cold! You are all a credit
to your company and I will have no hesitation in
using/recommending you in the future.
APC
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Corporate Fun Days
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An experience like no other
Corporate Fun Days are a fantastic way to motivate and reward your company employees for their part in your success, by
inviting them and their families to join you in a special day of fun and enjoyment like no other.With an enviable reputation
for delivering high calibre events, our professional and dedicated Event Management team can create, design and deliver a
fully bespoke Corporate Fun Day package that is tailored to meet your requirements, expectations and your budget.

Relax and let us turn your vision into a reality
Assisting you from the very initial planning stages of your Corporate Fun Day right through to the departure of your last
guests and beyond, you can be sure of a completely unique, exciting and unforgettable Corporate Fun Day experience.
However big or small and whatever your theme or activity selection, our professional team of experienced Event
Managers will work with you at each and every stage of your event to allow us to turn your vision into a reality.

Fun, fun, fun
The focus of your Corporate Fun Day is to get out of the
office to relax and enjoy yourselves.

Many of our activities are suitable for both adults and
children so you can involve the entire family in your day.

With many different styles of activities you can explore
various zones to enjoy a truly extensive selection.

With expert tuition, our experienced event staff can teach
you the skills to learn something brand new.

For the competitive element our on-the-spot
competitions will put your skills to the ultimate test.

Have you thought of…
Your PerfectVenue:We own all of our own activity
equipment and offer a fully mobile service to the venue of
your choice.

Your Ideal Theme:Make your event that little bit more
special by creating a theme for your day for a totally
unique experience.

Your Lunchtime Catering:We will work with a menu that
fits your theme, budget and dietary requirements to give
you the energy you need to get involved.

Your Promotional Material:When advertising your event
we can design your tickets, posters and fliers.

Your Safety: All of our events come inclusive of first aid
trained staff members and health and safety coordination.
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Frommy initial call to yourself through to the dismantling of
all of the activities, I would like to commend you on your
enthusiasm, professionalism and your flexibility to
accommodate ourmany changes. Based on your proposals, we
had high expectations prior to our Fun Day and it's fair to say
that these were exceeded on the day.
Aggreko
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Corporate Fun Days

Imagine the Possibilities
19

The final piece of the puzzle
Let us provide you with all that you are looking for from your Corporate Fun Day Event. From activities such as Bucking
Broncos and Quad Bikes, Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting and Big Screen Games, all the way through to event services such as
Catering and Marquee Hire, Event Security and Portable Toilets. Let our dedicated Event Management team help you
choose from our extensive portfolio, and work with you to create a truly memorable and unrivalled Corporate Fun Day
experience that endures long after your event.

Our commitment to you
We guarantee you will find something for everyone in our huge selection of activities. Choose from both adult and child
friendly options to create a unique Corporate Fun Day of action-packed, exhilarating and interactive fun.We are
consistently adding to our portfolio of activities and maintain them at the very highest of standards, so invest with the
best and let our team take care of your team.

Mix & match from a selection like no other
Inflatable Fun: The perfect way for adults to bring back childhood memories and to let the children make new ones.

Target Zone: Requiring a good eye and a steady hand as you take aim at various different targets, whether they be in the
air or on the ground.

Entertainers: Your guests will be regaled with a fascinating selection of entertainers adding a bit of magic to your day.

Motorised: Put your skills to the ultimate test and try something new with our exhilarating motorised range.

Indoor Games:We take all the fun and excitement of your event inside with a selection of indoor party games, discos
and more.

Toddlers:No Fun Day would be complete without the giddy laughter of excited children and our exclusive range for
toddlers is sure to provide this and more.

Competitions: The perfect grand finale finish for both adults and children to send your guests home with smiling faces.

Sweet Treats: As a special treat to satisfy the sweet tooth in everyone you can sample our range of delectable goodies.
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Indoor Events
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Fast and furious fun
Indoor Events are the perfect way to put aside your stresses and strains and turn your day or night into something
special. All of our Indoor Events deliver an afternoon or evening of high energy, using fast moving games and activities to
create a competitive yet fun environment. Life is about enjoying special moments so why not create your own today?

Truly unforgettable
Make the most of your office space and
transform your everyday working environment
into something extra special for the day.

Take the plunge and bring your team out of the
office by choosing an external venue to host
your event.

Perfect for day or night events, our selection of
indoor activities will open up a whole host of
options for your team.

The competitive and freestyle options that we
have to offer ensure your team can explore
something new.

Whatever the purpose
Create an atmosphere like no other as we give
you all the buzz and excitement without ever
having to consider the weather.

When you are looking to get away from it all to
relax and have fun, we have the event for you.

Indoor Events are ideal for entertaining your
own guests or clients in a way that is unique
and unusual.

If the focus is on working towards learning
outcomes and improving your team, together
we can make it happen.

Taking care of you, whatever the weather
At your offices or at a venue of your choice, we will make the sun shine on your event regardless of the weather
outside! Let us deliver a unique and fun-filled Indoor Event for you and your guests by choosing from our fantastic
range of fast-paced and highly competitive options.Whether you are looking for a conference energiser for you and
your colleagues, a grand finale to your Team Building Away-Day, or simply a high-energy afternoon of fun and exciting
Indoor Entertainment for your clients and guests, our indoor selection is sure to provide a truly memorable experience
for all in attendance.
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Just to say how much we enjoyed our Team Away Days last
week which was purely down to Team Challenge Company.
The professionalism and positivity of all the Team Challenge
Company staff was commented on by so many of my
colleagues and made for a truly enjoyable time.
Total
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Indoor Events

We’ve got it covered
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The choice is yours
If you and your team are ready to embark on an experience like no other, it’s Indoor all the way! Our huge range of
Indoor Events provide the best way to avoid the uncertainty of the weather and still give you and your team a Team
Away-Day to shout about. Ranging from exciting Indoor Team Building sessions to highly dynamic Corporate Quizzes,
from fast and furious Games Nights to unique and competitive Corporate Game Shows, the choice is all yours. Our
personal service and commitment to you, our clients, ensure we deliver an exceptional Indoor Event experience that is
not to be forgotten.

Take your pick
Games Mania: The perfect fun event for your
team to kick back and get competitive.

Team Building: A specific indoor selection that
will encourage your teams to work together.

Corporate Quizzes: From Executive to
Interactive, how involved you get is up to you.

Game Shows: Instead of simply watching on
the box, why not star in your own Game Show.

Your indoor venue
Your Offices: Allow us to transform your office
space into the magical setting for your event.

Conference Space: Start or finish your meeting
in style with our indoor energisers and ice
breakers.

Dining Room: Take your dining experience to a
whole new level with one of our Indoor Events
while you are enjoying your meal.

Function Suite: The hotel or venue of your
choice will provide a selection of indoor spaces
to host your event.

Bringing you together
Specialising in creating, designing and delivering Indoor Events that are completely unique, our team will assist you at
every stage of your event in order to make your indoor experience one to remember. However large or small your team,
and whether you work together every day or have never met before, we will provide the perfect setting for you to get to
know each other and to have fun. Our team will help your team to make memories that will stay with you long after the
end of your event.
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Thanks very much for everything, the planning & execution
on the day were flawless and I've had loads of comments
about what a fantastic team you guys were - and I'm sure you
noticed that they're a tough crowd to please! I certainly look
forward to working with you again in the future.
Shell
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From the very first contact you and your team were very
professional and extremely easy to dealwith. The casinowas a
huge success, the croupiers and banker worked tirelessly and
made all staff feel welcome and engaged throughout the night.
I can't recommend Team Challenge Company highly enough.
Aberdeen Asset Management
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Evening Entertainment
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An evening to remember
You and your team will be able to relax and get to know one another in a non-work environment, while experiencing a
fun and exhilarating evening that you will not forget, and all you have to do is turn up! The passion, excitement and
individuality of Team Challenge Company is delivered in all of our Evening Entertainment Events that are full of fun,
sophistication and exhilaration. Our high energy, high calibre delivery ensures that everyone in attendance has a fantastic
evening that will live on in your memory long after your event is over.

For every occasion
Annual Traditions:Whether it’s Burns Night or
Christmas, we can help you to celebrate in style.

Gala Dinners: To commemorate those special
occasions let us enhance your dining experience.

Awards Ceremonies: For annual or “one-off”
prize givings, we can make it extra special.

Seasonal Parties: From a magical Christmas
gathering to a Hogmanay hootenanny, we can
add a new dimension to your celebration.

Much more than just a party
Our extensive and innovative theming options will
transform your night into a celebration like no other.

The enthusiasm and passion of our professional event
staff will ensure your evening goes that extra mile.

The competitive elements of our events will provide a
drive and focus to keep you entertained all night long.

Finish your event in style by adding a disco delivered by
our professional DJs to have you dancing the night away.

Tailor-make your perfect night
Imaginative, innovative and fun, we take entertaining your guests to another level, thinking up new and original ways to
make your event stand out.With a splash of colour and a flash of brilliance your Evening Entertainment Event will
provide a truly unforgettable experience as we amaze you from the very moment you and your guests arrive. Stimulate
your senses by stepping into a whole new world of sparkling enchantment, creating an evening that has the “wow” factor
that will endure for the entirety of your event and beyond.
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Team Challenge Company rose to the occasion, being very
safety conscious, patient with the less able among us, without
spoiling it for the more competitive elements. All the
members of their teamwere very competent and great fun to
be with. All in all, a great success!
EDF Energy
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Evening Entertainment

Feel the Difference
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Creating the magic
Whether you are looking for an evening of fast-paced, action packed Corporate Quiz Night fun, or a suave and
sophisticated Fun Casino Evening, we have the tools to create the night of your dreams. Our Event Management team
will organise your entire event from start to finish; from costumes, props, lighting and backdrops, to food, drink and table
decorations, creating an awe-inspiring evening for all.

A whole host of event options
Fun Casino Night: Take a gamble and enjoy the real life casino experience without the financial risk.

Race Night: Step up to our tote booth and place your bets as we bring the Ascot experience to you on a whole
new level.

Corporate Quiz Night: Engage your brain and your creativity with one of our unique twists on a traditional quiz.

Interactive Game Show: Get up and get involved starring in your very own Interactive Game Show to rack up
those points.

Murder Mystery Dinner: Unleash your inner detective and take your chance to solve the tricky and misleading
clues to become the champion.

TransformYour Night: Add another dimension to your evening with one of our magical theming options.

Extra special something
Why not go that extra mile and turn your Evening Entertainment Event into something spectacular by choosing one of
our many theming options to dazzle your guests and create the ultimate “wow” factor.We have a huge array of theming
options to include costumes, props and table decorations, as well as entrance and room theming that will transform your
event space into something spectacular, transporting your guests into a whole new world of entertainment.Whether
your theme is to fit in with your brand identity, company image, favourite hobby or your ideal holiday location, we have
everything you are looking for to create that extra special something.
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Event Management
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Bringing you the best
Providing Event Management with a difference, we pride ourselves in our ability to combine our extensive knowledge and
expertise of a wealth of locations and venues throughout the UK, Ireland and Europe, with our incredible array of fully
owned equipment. All of our events are fully transportable and can be delivered at any venue anywhere, and better still
we can recommend them to you, help you choose your ideal location and handle every part of the process thereafter.

True innovation
Team Challenge Company is highly experienced in taking care of all the details, with our team of professional Event
Managers combining a wealth of knowledge, experience and contacts in order to help you define and meet your event
objectives and deliver them in effective and innovative ways. Our Event Management Specialists will create, design and
deliver each and every aspect of your event, ensuring that you can realise your ambitions of hosting the perfect event,
whatever it might be. However large or small your group size, we have the skill and expertise to manage your experience
from start to finish, and with our focus on results, we guarantee to deliver exactly what you are looking for.

The sky is the limit
Destination Management:Wherever you are looking to
travel to, we have the local knowledge of your destination
that you need to make the most of your event.

Incentive Travel:Whether from near or far we can provide
the opportunity for you to travel, explore and reap the
rewards.

Annual General Meeting: Let us take care of your AGM
for a conference that runs smoothly and efficiently
wherever you choose to hold it.

Product Launches:Working with your existing marketing
strategy to afford you the perfect setting in which to
present your products to the world.

Exclusive partnerships
Our close relationship with many of the best hotel
chains in the UK and Ireland including Mercure, Hastings
and Hilton ensures we can offer you the best selection
of venues.

Our partnership with Prestige Scotland allows us to
offer you an incredible range of unique catering options.

Working with the National Trust gives us private access
to spectacular venues of distinction.

A close working relationship with Disney allows us to
provide exclusive, topical theming for your event.
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It was a pleasure to work with you and be confident that the
entire weekend would go well. We have received excellent
feedback from everyone who attended and some requests to
start booking next year’s event! Who knows which country
we will end up in next time?! Watch this space...
Ernst &Young
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Event Management
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Making Dreams a Reality

Making your job easier
Drawing on our team's vast Event Management experience, you can be confident your event will run smoothly and
professionally from inception through to delivery.Whatever the scale, wherever the location, and whatever the budget,
we can design a package that is right for you. Take this opportunity to impress your guests as you sit back and let us do
the hard work for you!

Taking care of every detail
With an eye for detail, our team will not only design a Team Building, Team Development or Evening Entertainment event
that is just for you, we will also recommend to you event locations, deal with all venue bookings to include outdoor
activity spaces as well as conference and meeting rooms, and negotiate with catering suppliers. Our professional and
experienced team will take the stress out of the task of organising your event, allowing you to relax and enjoy the
experience, one that is sure to be a credit to you, the organiser.

Meeting your every need
Event Agendas

Airport Pick-Ups

Private Transportation

Express Hotel Check-In

Delegate Handling

Incentive Outings

Dining Experiences

Partner Programmes

24 Hour Call in Service

Any venue, anywhere
Baronial Castles

Country House Hotels

Conference Centres

Renowned Stadiums

City Centre Hotels

Your Place ofWork

Mountainsides

Offshore
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The Team Challenge Company team are extremely
professional, enthusiastic and friendly.We have formed a great
partnership over many years and they have been able to
provide uswith somewonderful events for both our client and
internal team building and evening corporate events.
Accor Hotels
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T 0845 6014186
E info@teamchallenge-company.co.uk

W www.teamchallenge-company.co.uk
Offices throughout the UK and Ireland
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